
Thunderball Cave, Staniel Cay. Two snorkeling entrances near 
where our boat is moored.



Pepper flies out of our boat by Thunderball Cave and after a day on the 
lam, he flies into another bigger sailboat and is captured. This is him after 
we got him back.  We were so happy!  He was exhausted & hungry.



Here’s the bird man, Wally Waffensmith, who brought back our Pepper 
from Staniel Cay. He & wife, Connie, came up to Cambridge Cay where 
we sailed to the day before.  Thank you, Wally!



The sailing ladies of Cambridge Cay at the happy hour on a sand spit by 
the moorings and anchorage.



Minnesota sailors represented at Cambridge Cay in the Exumas.



Sunset and the conch horns come out.  Carl gets in the act.  They 
sounded pretty good!



Nearing sunset at Cambridge Cay.



Another sunset picture.



We see our friends on Greenstone, Saber Tooth & Night Star at The 
Aquarium by Cambridge Cay. Great snorkeling there.



These fish liked our bread thrown to them next to our boat.



Beautiful downwind sail from Cambridge Cay to Warderick Wells.



Running Free on Mooring 13 in the Land & Sea Park at Warderick Wells.



A Banana Quit bird comes to our boat and eats up the sugar we give 
him.



Carl snoozing while Quinn & Pepper look on.



A Hoodia, the only true Bahamian mammal, comes out at sunset.



Warderick Wells Saturday night happy hour on the beach.



As we leave Highborne Cay, we notice that we are followed by this 35’ 
Nicholson with our Minnesota friend, Russ Armstrong, onboard.



Russ and the owner of the boat, Ralph Arneson, anchor with us at Rose 
Island and come for supper that evening.



We arrive on March 26 in Nassau and see the Steinkraus’ boat Wings 
anchored in the harbor. Last saw them in the Florida Keys.



Back at the Nassau Harbor Club awaiting Zoe & Josh’s arrival on 
March 28.  They visit us for 5 wonderful days.


